DERBI PRE INCUBATION

Technology Business Incubator (TBI)

Eligibility for Pre-Business Incubation for 3 months

Any entrepreneur with a business idea can apply. The incubation support includes mentoring, well equipped infrastructure and access to key players in the eco system. At the end of 3 months the entrepreneur will be eligible to apply for full incubation.

The incubation facility is at campus 1, Kumarswamy Layout.

Whom to contact to apply for incubation?

Dr. Lakshmi Jagannathan  
Chairperson, Entrepreneurship Initiatives  
Dayananda Sagar Institutions  
Shavige Malleshwara Hills,  
KumaraSwamy Layout,  
Bangalore 560078

A. Suryanarayanan  
CEO,  
DERBI Foundation,  
Shavige Malleshwara Hills,  
KumaraSwamy Layout,  
Bangalore 560078

If interested, please write to us at iedc@dayanandasagar.edu,  
Ph. No.: 080 42161459
Introduction to DERBI Foundation and Incubation Process

1. The Innovation & Entrepreneurship Development Centre (IEDC) at DSI was established in 2012 with the support and recognition of Dept. Science & Technology, Govt. of India.

2. In 2014, we were also recognized as MSME Business Incubator supported by Ministry of MSME, Govt. of India, for supporting innovations of MSME entrepreneurs.

3. Further to the association with Wadhwani Foundation, we are one of the colleges having started Wadhwani Centre of Excellence, Student Venture program.

4. This year we have got recommended by DST to set up a Technology Business Incubator. Accordingly DERBI (Dayananda Sagar Entrepreneurship Research & Business Incubation). As a curtain raiser to DERBI, we have started the pre incubation facilities at DSI campus, Kumaraswamy Layout. At the end of the 3 months pre-incubation, the incubatees become eligible to apply for the DST supported Incubator.

5. Details of Mentors are:
   a. Mr. Suryanarayanan, CEO, DERBI foundation (former COO-NSRCEL, IIM Bangalore), would lead the mentor panel in mentoring the incubatees. Founded companies like Recon, Medybiz - This was listed as the largest IT enabled Health Service by the Limca Book of Records in 2003, Medi Assist - A Third Party Administrator, Lifeken.. Surya is also a governing board member at TiE Bangalore.
   b. Dr. Lakshmi Jagannathan has played a pivotal role in the selection and execution of all student ideas to viable business opportunities through IEDC platform supported by Department of Science & Technology, Govt. of India.

The Qualifying criterions for Incubation are:

- Any Individual who has a Business Idea and Would like to Validate, Nurture and form a Company

The Benefits of Pre Incubation Facilities are:

- A Professional Full time Mentors
- High Speed Internet
- Board room with Projector
- Well maintained working environment
- Access to Printer, Scanner and Photocopying
- Access to Coffee and Tea

The future benefits of Pre Incubation @ DERBI Pre Incubation:

- Opportunity to apply for Full Time Incubation at TBI – DERBI (Will be starting in our Campus 3, Near Koodlu Gate)
- Get the world class support from Mentor Pool consisting of Industry Veterans
- Unmatchable facilities of Incubation ever seen

All these benefits come with an unbelievable cost of just Rs.1000/- Per Person per Month. As we have limited seats, we would accommodate on a First Cum First Served basis, as the opportunity is open for any individual across Bangalore.
Service Offerings at DERBI Pre Incubation Facility @ 7th Floor,
Dr. D Hemachandra Sagar Block, DSI Campus 1

A Professional, Full-Time Mentors **

Access to Coffee & Tea

Access to Scanner, Printer & Photo copying

Well Cleaned & efficient co-working Space

Board Room with Projector

High Speed Internet